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The causal compatibility question asks whether a given causal structure graph — possibly involving
latent variables — constitutes a genuinely plausible causal explanation for a given probability distri-
bution over the graph’s observed variables. Algorithms predicated on merely necessary constraints for
causal compatibility typically suffer from false negatives, i.e. they admit incompatible distributions
as apparently compatible with the given graph. In arXiv:1609.00672, one of us introduced the
inflation technique for formulating useful relaxations of the causal compatibility problem in terms
of linear programming. In this work, we develop a formal hierarchy of such causal compatibility
relaxations. We prove that inflation is asymptotically tight, i.e., that the hierarchy converges to a
zero-error test for causal compatibility. In this sense, the inflation technique fulfills a longstanding
desideratum in the field of causal inference. We quantify the rate of convergence by showing that any
distribution which passes the nth-order inflation test must be O
(
n
−1/2)-close in Euclidean norm to
some distribution genuinely compatible with the given causal structure. Furthermore, we show that
for many causal structures, the (unrelaxed) causal compatibility problem is faithfully formulated
already by either the first or second order inflation test.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A Bayesian network or causal structure is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) where vertices represent random vari-
ables, each of which is generated by a non-deterministic
function depending on the values of its parents. Nowadays,
causal structures are commonly used in bioinformatics,
medicine, image processing, sports betting, risk analysis,
and experiments of quantum nonlocality. In this work
we consider causal structures with two distinct types of
vertices: variables which may be directly observed, and
variables which cannot be observed, referred to as latent
variables.1 Every causal structure encodes a possible
hypothesis of causal explanation for statistics over its
observed variables.
Naturally, understanding how different causal struc-
tures give rise to different sets of compatible distributions
is a fundamental goal within the field of causal infer-
ence. Many prior works are ultimately concerned with
the causal discovery problem, which asks to enumer-
ate (or graphically characterize) all legitimate hypotheses
of causal structure which are capable of explaining some
observed probability distribution [2–7]. Others tend to
focus more on the causal characterization problem,
which is concerned with characterizing the set of statistics
compatible with a single given causal structure, that is,
the derivation of causal compatibility constraints [8–17].2
Per Ref. [34], it is known that the set of distributions com-
patible with a given causal structure is a semi-algebraic set,
and admits characterization in terms of a finite number
of polynomial equality and inequality constraints. Nev-
ertheless, identifying the full set of causal compatibility
constraints is practically intractable.
Causal discovery relates a single distribution to many
structures; causal characterization relates many distribu-
tions to a single structure. Both such efforts, therefore,
are oracle-wise equivalent, and hinge fundamentally on
1 Pearl [1] refers to such graphical models as “latent structures".
2 Quantum information theorists have recently joined this research
effort [18–25]. Causal characterization is useful for proving the
impossibility of simulating certain quantum optics experiments
with classical devices [26–28], or for confirming the nonclassi-
cality of quantumly realizable statistics in novel hypothetical
scenarios [29–33].
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Figure 1. A generic correlation scenario. The indepen-
dent latent variables U1, U2,... influence the observed variables
A1, A2,....
the causal compatibility problem (CCP), which sim-
ply asks a yes-or-no question: Is the given distribution
compatible with the given causal structure? The infla-
tion technique [35] is a way of relating approximations
of the causal compatibility problem to linear program-
ming (LP) problems. Every LP satisfaction problem can
be dualized and recast as an equivalent optimization prob-
lem. Inspired by LP duality, we will formulate a dual
notion of causal compatibility, through which we will be
able to rigorously upper-bound the error introduced by
approximating the CCP as an LP problem via inflation.
Our main result here is that this error asymptotically
tends to zero when inflation is expressed as a hierarchy
of ever-higher-order tests of causal compatibility. This
implies that the inflation criterion — far from being a
relaxation — is meta-equivalent to the causal compatibil-
ity problem, and hence constitutes an alternative way of
understanding general causal structures.
In contrast with Ref. [35], in this paper we define the
inflation technique as a hierarchy of causal compatibility
tests applicable exclusively to the special class of causal
structures (introduced by Fritz [18]) called correlation
scenarios. At the same time, however, we also intro-
duce a graphical preprocessing which precisely recasts the
general causal compatibility problem in terms of causal
compatibility with correlation scenarios, such that there
is no loss of generality in our approach.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II we
introduce the concept of a correlation scenario, we define
primal and dual notions of the causal compatibility prob-
lem and their approximations. In Section III we review
the inflation technique as a means for approximately solv-
ing either form of the causal compatibility problem. In
Section IV we state our main theorems concerning the
convergence of inflation for correlation scenarios, though
the formal proofs are deferred to the appendices. In Sec-
tion V we build upon existing causal inference techniques
to describe a natural graphical preprocessing which maps
general causal structures into correlation scenarios. This
preprocessing — fairly useful in its own right — implies
the universal applicability of the inflation technique as
defined here. Finally, Section VI presents our conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
The graphical models we study are fully general causal
structures. A causal structure is represented by a directed
acyclic graph imbued with some distinction among the
vertices to clarify if a node in the graph represents either
an observable or a latent variable. In this work, we use a
pink color and subscripts of the letter “U” to indicate the
latent variables in a graph.3 We say that G and G′ are
observationally equivalent whenever both structures
admit precisely the same set of compatible distributions
over their observed variables. In principle one might con-
sider graphs with endogenous (non-root) latent variables.
For every such graph G, however, there exists a different
causal structure G′ which is observationally equivalent to
G but wherein all latent variables are exogenous (root).
Per Evans [36, Sec. 3.2], if U is an endogenous latent
variable in G, one can exogenize4 U by first adding all
possible directed edges originating from a parent of U
and terminating at a child of U , and then deleting from
G all directed edges which terminated at U .5 As such,
one may consider exclusively exogenized causal structures
without loss of generality.
A. Isolated Districts and Correlation Scenarios
Following Evans [16, Sec. 2.3], we may further restrict
our attention herein to single-district graphs without
loss of generality. A precondition for a distribution P to
be compatible with a graph G is that P must factorize over
probability kernels associated with single districts (see
Refs. [12, 37] for thorough discussions of kernels and their
identification). For the purposes of this paper, we define
a single-district graph as any causal structure G with the
property that the correlation scenario associated with
G is a connected graph.6 Treating G as purely a set of di-
rected edges, the correlation scenario associated with G is
arrived at by removing from G every edge originating from
an observable vertex. Exogenous observable variables in
a single-district graph correspond to the variables being
3 “U” stands for “unobserved”. The reddish tint for the latent
variables in an homage to the mDAGs in Refs. [16, 36]. As
physicists, we tend to draw causal structures with the directed
edges large pointing upwards, as this is the direction of time
convention of spacetime diagrams used in the study of relativity.
4 This operation is also known as “latent projection” [12].
5 Note that any probability distribution in the exogenized graph
can also be realized in the original model G, since in the original
model U could carry a copy of each of its parents to each of its
children. Conversely, in the exogenized graph one can simulate
every distribution compatible with G by making the children of
U locally compute thecounter-factual value that U would have
taken given the values of its parents.
6 Here we mean weakly connected, ignoring the directionality of
the edges in the graph. Single-district graphs are elsewhere
described as graphs with a single confounding component or
c-component [10, 38, 39].
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Figure 2. The Bell scenario.
conditioned upon in graph’s associated probability kernel.
Here we will always consider distributions as implicitly
conditional on the values of any exogenous observable
variables. Of course, this mapping from raw probability
distributions to conditional probability distributions only
makes sense if the distribution of exogenous observable
variables factorizes, i.e., if all exogenous observable vari-
ables are independent from each other. We follow the
convention of Refs. [12, 16, 37] and depict exogenous ob-
servable variables as square-shaped nodes in their graphs.
As an example, the sorts of distributions we consider
for the Bell scenario depicted in Fig. 2 are of the form
P (A,B|X,Y ), as opposed to P (A,B,X, Y ).
Later on in Section V, we will relate distributions over
general causal structures to distributions over the cor-
relation scenarios associated with them. As we will see,
correlation scenarios are the atomic constituents upon
which the inflation hierarchy acts. We therefore digress
to highlight some of there special properties here.
The graph of a correlation scenario has just two lay-
ers: a bottom layer of independently distributed latent
random variables {U1, U2,..., UL} and a top layer of ob-
servable random variables {A1, A2,..., Am}, see Fig. 1.
The observable distribution P (A1, A2,..., Am) is gener-
ated via non-deterministic functions Ax = Ax(U¯Lx),
with U¯ = (U1,..., UL) and Lx ⊂ {1,..., L}. Here (and
in the following) the notation v¯S , where v¯ is a vector
with N entries and S ⊂ {1,..., N}, will represent the
vector with entries vs, s ∈ S. Readers familiar with
d-separation may appreciate that although the impli-
cation (Ai ⊥d Aj |Ak) =⇒ (Ai ⊥d AjAk) does not hold
for general causal structures, it is true for correlation
scenarios.
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Figure 3. The three-on-line correlation scenario.
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Figure 4. A star-shaped correlation scenario.
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Figure 5. The unrelated confounding (UC) scenario.
(Not a correlation scenario.)
B. The Causal Compatibility Problem, its dual and
their approximate versions
A distribution P over the observable variables of a
causal structure G is said to be compatible with G if and
only if P is the observable marginal of some distribution
P ′ over all the variables of G, and where P ′ can be
factored into a product of singleton-variable conditional
probability distributions associated with every individual
vertex in G (conditioned on all of the vertex’s parents, if
any). A diverse vocabulary of phrases synonymous with
“P is compatible with G” can be found in conventional
literature, such as “P can be realized in G”, “P can arise
from G”, “G gives rise to P”, “G explains P”, “G can
simulate P”, and “G is a model for P”.
Consider, for example, the correlation scenario dubbed
the triangle scenario, with m = L = 3, see Fig. 6. De-
noting A1, A2, A3 respectively by A,B,C, we have that
a probability distribution P (A,B,C) is realizable in the
triangle scenario if A,B,C are generated via the non-
deterministic functions A(U1, U2), B(U2, U3), C(U3, U1).
Alternatively, P (A,B,C) is realizable in the triangle sce-
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Figure 6. The triangle scenario.
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Figure 7. The instrumental scenario.
nario iff it admits a decomposition of the form:
P (A,B,C) =∑
U1,U2,U3
(
P (A|U1, U2)P (B|U2, U3)P (C|U3, U1)
×P (U1)P (U2)P (U3)
)
.
(1)
For causal structures which are correlation scenarios,
however, the non-deterministic functions giving rise to
the observed variables will also depend on other observed
variables. An example is given by the instrumental
scenario [32, 40] (Fig. 7, up), where X and U are, re-
spectively, a free observable and a latent variable, and
the observed variables A and B are generated via the
non-deterministic functions A = A(X,U), B = B(A,U).
Alternatively, P (A,B|X) is realizable in the instrumental
scenario iff it admits a decomposition of the form:
P (A,B|X) =
∑
U
P (A|X,U)P (B|A,U)P (U). (2)
Per Ref. [34], the set of distributions P compatible
with a given causal structure G is a semi-algebraic set
whenever the observable random variables have finite
cardinality. This implies that it can be characterized
in terms of a finite number of polynomial inequalities.
Unfortunately, the computational complexity of deriving
such a characterizing set of inequalities makes the problem
intractable already for networks of a very small size [41].
Furthermore, within the context of quantum foundations,
there exist fairly natural causal structures for which the
total number of such inequalities grows exponentially
with the dimensionality of P [42]. We must resort thus to
partial characterizations of the original set of distributions.
This notion is better formalized by the following problem.
Problem 1. Approximate Causal Compatibility
Input:  > 0, a causal structure G and a particular prob-
ability distribution over the observed variables P .
Output: If there does not exist a probability distribution
P˜ , compatible with G, and such that ‖P − P˜‖2 ≤ , then
return a function F such that F (P ) is as negative as pos-
sible while satisfying F (P ′) ≥ 0 for all distributions P ′
compatible with G.
Objective: Determine if P is “approximately compatible”
with G; if not, provide a witness F to detect incompatibil-
ity.
The goal of this paper is to provide a solution to this
problem. Note that, since for any G the set of compatible
distributions is closed [34], it follows that any distribution
P that is -compatible for all  > 0 must be compatible
with G. The analog problem for  = 0 will be simply
referred to as Causal Compatibility.
A related problem that we will also solve is the follow-
ing:
Problem 2. Approximate Causal Optimization
Input:  > 0, a causal structure G and a real function F
of the probabilities of the observed events.
Output: A real value f such that
f ≤ f? = min
P ′
F (P ′) ≤ f + , where the minimum
is over all distributions P ′ compatible with G.
Objective: Given a function F , find a good lower bound
on its minimum value over all distributions compatible
with G.
This problem is dual to Approximate Causal Compati-
bility, and it is interesting in its own right. In quantum
optics experiments, we test and quantify non-classicality
via the violation of inequalities of the form F (P ) ≥ K.
Identifying values of K for which the above holds for all
distributions P compatible with the considered causal
structure G is a must before any experiment is actually
carried out. Similarly as before, for  = 0, we name the
analog problem Causal Optimization.
Coming back to the triangle scenario, an instance of
Approximate Causal Optimization would be minimizing
(P (0, 0, 0)− 1/2)2 + (P (1, 1, 1)− 1/2)2 (3)
over all distributions P (A,B,C) with A,B,C ∈ {0, 1}
compatible with the triangle scenario. In any experimen-
tal setup where bipartite optical sources play the role of
U1, U2, U3 in the triangle scenario, any observed distri-
bution P (A,B,C) for which the value of (3) is smaller
than the lower bound f provided by Approximate Causal
Optimization evidences the presence of quantum effects.
There exist a number of algorithms which provide outer
approximations for the set of distributions compatible
with a given causal structure G [3, 12, 24, 25]. By mini-
mizing functions over such outer approximations, existing
5algorithms can provide lower bounds on the true mini-
mum and thus solve Approximate Causal Optimization,
as long as  exceeds some threshold (determined by the
mismatch between the aforementioned relaxations and
the original set of compatible distributions). As we will
see, the Inflation Technique can be used to solve both Ap-
proximate causal compatibility and Approximate Causal
Optimization for arbitrarily small values of .
III. THE INFLATION HIERARCHY FOR
CORRELATION SCENARIOS
A. Some examples
Let P (A,B,C) be a distribution realizable in the tri-
angle scenario, and suppose that we generate n inde-
pendently distributed copies of U1, U2, U3, that is, the
variables {U i1, U i2, U i3 : i = 1,..., n}. Then we could define
the random variables
Aij ≡ A(U i1, U j2 ), Bij ≡ B(U i2, U j3 ), Cij ≡ C(U i3, U j1 ). (4)
The causal structure associated with the independently
distributed copies of U1, U2, U3 and their observable
children
{{Aij}, {Bkl}, {Cpq}} is termed an inflation
graph. The inflation graph of a correlation scenario is
also a correlation scenario; as an example, Fig. 8 depicts
the the n = 2 inflation graph for the triangle scenario.
These observable variables follow a probability distribu-
tion Qn({Aij}, {Bkl}, {Cpq}) with the property
Qn({Aij=aij , Bkl=bkl, Cpq=cpq}) = (5)
Qn({Aij=api(i)pi′(j), Bkl=bpi′(k)pi′′(l), Cpq=cpi′′(p)pi(q)}),
for all permutations of n elements pi, pi′, pi′′. Expanded
out for n = 2, Eq. (5) becomes
Q2(a11, a12, a21, a22, b11, b12, b21, b22, c11, c12, c21, c22)
=Q2(a21, a22, a11, a12, b11, b12, b21, b22, c12, c11, c22, c21)
=Q2(a12, a11, a22, a21, b21, b22, b11, b12, c11, c12, c21, c22)
=Q2(a11, a12, a21, a22, b12, b11, b22, b21, c21, c22, c11, c12)
We treat with special distinction the diagonal vari-
ables {Aii, Bii, Cii}i, and we denote by Qgn the diagonal
marginal of degree-g pertaining to the diagonal vari-
ables with indices up to some integer g ≤ n, i.e.
Qgn := Qn
( g∧
i=1
{Aii=ai, Bii=bi, Cii=ci}) (6)
A related concept is the degree-g lifting of a distribu-
tion P , consisting of the statistics of g independent and
identically distributed copies of P , that is
P⊗g
( g∧
i=1
{Aii=ai, Bii=bi, Cii=ci}) := g∏
i=1
P (ai, bi, ci).
A11
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Figure 8. The second-order inflation graph of the tri-
angle scenario.
Taking the random variables in the inflation graph to arise
per Eq. (4) implies that the diagonal marginals associated
with the inflation graph must be related to the lifted
distributions of the original one per
Qgn = P⊗g, for g = 1,..., n. (7)
Expanded out for g = n = 2, Eq. (7) iden-
tifies the diagonal marginal in this scenario
Qg=2n=2 =
∑
A12,A21,B12,B21,C12,C21Qn=2 as
Qg=2n=2(a11, a22, b11, b22, c11, c22)
= P (a11, b11, c11)P (a22, b22, c22)
(8)
Note that there exist additional relations between Qn and
the original distribution P (A,B,C). For instance,
Q2({A12=a,B12=b, C12=c}) = PA(a)PB(b)PC(c). (9)
In this paper we will not consider imposing relations of
polynomial degree larger than n, though such additional
constraints may be quite useful in practical implementa-
tions.
Given an arbitrary distribution P (A,B,C), the in-
flation technique consists in demanding the degree-n
lifting of P (A,B,C) be a member of the set of degree-n
diagonal marginals satisfying (5). When condition (7) is
met, we call the associated distribution Qn an nth-order
inflation of P . Clearly, if P (A,B,C) does not admit an
nth-order inflation for some n, then it cannot be realized
in the triangle scenario. Deciding if the degree-n lifting
of P (A,B,C) is a member of the set of degree-n diagonal
marginals can be cast as a linear program [43].
If the linear program is infeasible, i.e., if no nth-order
inflation exists for P (A,B,C), then the program will find
6a witness to detect its incompatibility. Such a witness
will be of the form
F · P⊗n < min
Qn
F ·Qnn, (10)
where F is a real vector and the minimum on the right
hand side is taken over all distributions Qn satisfying
Eq. (5). Call F the nth-degree polynomial such that
F (Q) = F ·Q⊗n for all Q. For some distributions P , the
inflation technique will thus output a polynomial witness
of incompatiblity F , hence solving the corresponding
(Approximate) Causal Compatibility problem.
Note that, for n ≥ n′, any distribution P admitting an
nth-order inflation also admits an (n′)th-order inflation.
This suggests that we might be able to detect the incom-
patibility of a distribution P via the inflation technique
just by taking the order n high enough.
Since any polynomial of a probability distribution can
be lifted to a linear function acting on g-liftings, we can
also use the inflation technique to attack Approximate
Causal Optimization, as long as the function F to mini-
mize happens to be a polynomial. Suppose that this is
the case and that F has degree g. We wish to minimize
F (P ) over all distributions compatible with the triangle
scenario. Our first step would be to express F as a vector
F , such that F (P ) = F ·P⊗g, for all distributions P . Our
second step consists in solving the linear program
fn ≡ min
Qn
F ·Qgn,
where Qgn is defined by Eq. (6),
and such that Qn is a normalized distribution
satisfying condition (5).
(11)
Since the g-lifting of any distribution P compatible
with the triangle scenario can be viewed as the diagonal
marginal of degree g of a distribution Qn satisfying (5),
we thus have that fn ≤ f? = minP F (P ), for all n, just
as in the definition of Approximate Causal Optimization.
Moreover, fn ≥ fn′ , for n ≥ n′, i.e., as we increase
the order n of the inflation, we should expect to obtain
increasingly tighter lower bounds on f?. If, by whatever
means, we were to obtain an upper bound f+, then we
would have solved Approximate Causal Optimization for
 ≥ f+ − fn.
In the triangle scenario, the inflation technique can
therefore be used to tackle both Approximate Causal
Compatibility and Approximate Causal Optimization.
For further elucidation, consider another correlation
scenario. In the three-on-line scenario, Fig. 3, we
again have three random variables A,B,C which are
defined, respectively, via the non-deterministic functions
A(U1), B(U1, U2), C(U2). As always, the exogenous latent
variables {U1, U2} are independently distributed. The
n = 2 inflation graph for the three-on-line scenario is
depicted in Fig. 9.
In this scenario, an nth-order inflation corresponds to
a distribution Qn over the variables
{{Ai}, {Bjk}, {Cl}},
where i, j, k, l range from 1 to n. Qn must satisfy the
linear constraints:
Qn({Ai=ai, Bjk=bjk, Cl=cl})
= Qn({Ai=api(i), Bjk=bpi(j)pi′(k), Cl=cpi′(l)}),
(12)
for all permutations of n elements pi, pi′. Expanded out
for n = 2, Eq. (12) becomes
Q2(a1, a2, b11, b12, b21, b22, c1, c2)
= Q2(a2, a1, b21, b22, b11, b12, c1, c2) (13a)
= Q2(a1, a2, b12, b11, b22, b21, c2, c1) (13b)
Additionally, relating the degree-g liftings of P to the
diagonal marginal in this scenario requires
Qng
( g∧
i=1
{Ai=ai, Bii=bi, Ci=ci}) = g∏
i=1
P (ai, bi, ci), (14)
for any choice of integer g ≤ n. Expanded out for
g = n = 2, Eq. (14) identifies the diagonal marginal for
this scenario Qg=2n=2 =
∑
B12,B21Qn=2 as
Qg=2n=2(a1,a2, b11, b22, c1, c2)
= P (a1, b11, c1)P (a2, b22, c2)
(15)
A1
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B12
B21
B22
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Figure 9. The second-order inflation graph of the three-
on-line scenario.
The above ideas are easy to generalize to arbitrary
correlation scenarios (remember, though, that correlation
scenarios are just a special class of causal structures).
B. Inflation of an Arbitrary Correlation Scenario
To set up the nth-order inflation of an arbitrary cor-
relation scenario, first imagine n independent copies of
7all the latent variables, and then consider all the observ-
able variables which are children of these, following the
prescription of the original correlation scenario. Each
observable variable in the inflation graph has as many
superindices as latent variables it depends on. Then, one
must impose symmetry restrictions on the the total proba-
bility distribution, demanding that Qn be invariant under
any relabeling-permutations applied to the index of any
one latent variable, i.e.,
Qn({Ai¯11 =ai¯11 ,..., Ai¯mm =ai¯mm : i¯1,..., i¯m}) = (16)
Qn({Ai¯11 =ap¯i
L1 (¯i1)
1 ,..., A
i¯m
m =ap¯i
Lm (¯im)
m : i¯1,..., i¯m}),
for all vectors p¯i = (pi1,..., piL) of L independent permuta-
tions (one for each latent variable or index type). Here
i¯x denotes the tuple of superindices on which variable
Ax depends. It should go almost without saying that
we demand positivity and normalization of the inflation
probabilities
Qn({Ai¯11 =ai¯11 ,..., Ai¯mm =ai¯mm : i¯1,..., i¯m}) ≥ 0,∑
~a
Qn(~a) = 1. (17)
The central object we consider, then, is the set of all diag-
onal marginals consistent with such an nth-order inflation.
We denote such a generic diagonal marginal by
Qgn := Qn
( g∧
i=1
{Ai...i1 =ai1,..., Ai...im =aim}
)
. (18)
The compatibility conditions
Qgn
( g∧
i=1
{Ai...i1 =ai1,..., Ai...im =aim}
)
=
g∏
i=1
P (ai1,..., aim) (19)
require the degree-g lifting of P to be consistent with
such a degree-g diagonal marginal.
Notice that any distribution Qn subject to the con-
straints (16-19) must be such that the marginals asso-
ciated with relabellings of the indices of the diagonal
variables obey the same compatibility conditions as the
canonical diagonal marginals do, i.e.,
Qn
( g∧
i=1
{Ap¯iL1 (i...i)1 =ai1,..., Ap¯i
Lm (i...i)
m =aim}
)
=
g∏
i=1
P (ai1,..., aim),
(20)
for all p¯i.
Actually, the original description of the inflation tech-
nique in Ref. [35] imposes the constraints (20)7 rather
7 Ref. [35] imposes the constraints (20) for g = n, since every subset
of variables ∪ni=1{A
p¯iL1 (i...i)
1 ,..., A
p¯iLm (i...i)
m } is related to the di-
agonal variables ∪ni=1{Ai...i1 ,..., Ai...im } by an automorphism of the
inflation graph, and hence also constitute so-called ai-expressible
sets in the language of Ref. [35].
than (16-19) over the distribution Qn, as demanding the
existence of a distribution Qn satisfying condition (20)
can be shown to enforce over P (a1,..., am) exactly the
same constraints as demanding the existence of a distri-
bution satisfying (16-19). Indeed, as noted in Ref. [35,
App. C], any distribution Qn satisfying (20) can be twirled
or symmetrized (see Appendix) to a distribution Q˜n sat-
isfying Eqs. (16-19). For convenience, from now on we
will just refer to the formulation of the inflation technique
involving the symmetries (16). This formulation has the
added advantage that the symmetry constraints can be ex-
ploited to reduce the time and memory complexity of the
corresponding linear program, see for instance Ref. [44].
It isn’t hard to see how this general notion of inflation
can also be used to tackle Approximate Causal Compati-
bility and Approximate Causal Optimization in general
correlation scenarios G:
Problem 3. Inflation for Causal Compatibility
Input: A positive integer n, a causal structure G and a
particular probability distribution over the observed vari-
ables P .
Primal Linear Program:
min
Qn
0,
where P relates to Qn by Eqs. (18,19),
and such that Qn satisfies conditions (16,17).
(21)
Dual Linear Program:
min
F
F · P⊗n,
such that 0 ≤ F ·Qg=nn ≤ 1,
where Qgn is defined by Eq. (18),
and such that Qn satisfies conditions (16,17).
(22)
Summary: If the degree-n lifting of P is not in the set of
degree-n diagonal marginals consistent with an nth-order
inflation of G, then the returned dual variable F will
witness the incompatibility of P per F · P⊗n < 0 while
F · P ′⊗n ≥ 0 for all distributions P ′ compatible with G.
Similarly,
Problem 4. Inflation for Causal Optimization
Input: A positive integer n, a causal structure G and a
degree-g polynomial function F of the probabilities of the
observed events.
Linear Program:
fn ≡ min
Qn
F ·Qgn,
where Qgn is defined by Eq. (18),
and such that Qn satisfies conditions (16,17).
(23)
Summary: The programs returns a degree-g diagonal
marginal consistent with an nth-order inflation of G which
minimizes the input function F . Since the set of such
diagonal marginals contains all degree-g liftings of distri-
butions compatible with G, it follows that fn is a lower
bound on the minimum value of F over all distributions
compatible with G.
8In certain practical cases, we may not know the full
probability distribution of the observable variables, but
only the probabilities of a restricted set E of measurable
events. As we will see in Section V, this often happens
when we map the causal compatibility problem from a
general causal structure to a correlation scenario. To
apply the inflation technique to those cases, rather than
fixing the value of all probability products, like in Eq. (19),
we will impose the constraints∑
~a1∈e1,...,~an∈en
Qn({Ai...i1 =ai1,..., Ai...im =aim}i) =
n∏
i=1
P (ei), (24)
for all e1,..., en ∈ E. Any distribution Qn satisfying both
(16) and (24) will be dubbed an nth order inflation of the
distribution of measurable events.
For example, consider again the three-on-line scenario
(Fig. 3), and assume that our experimental setup just
allows us to detect events of the form e(a) ≡ {(A,B,C) :
A = B = C = a}. Then our set of measurable events
is E = ∪a{e(a)} and the input of the causal inference
problem is the distribution {P (e), e ∈ E}. An nth order
inflation Qn of P (e) would satisfy Eq. (12) and the linear
conditions
Qn({Ai=ai, Bii=ai, Ci=ai}i) =
n∏
i=1
P (e(ai))
=
n∏
i=1
P (ai, ai, ai).
(25)
IV. CONVERGENCE OF THE INFLATION
TECHNIQUE
The main result of this article is that the inflation
technique can be used to solve Approximate Causal Com-
patibility and Approximate Causal Optimization for arbi-
trarily small values of , just by taking the order n of the
inflation high enough. Depending on which of the two
problems we wish to solve and which causal structures
are involved, we will have either finite-order convergence
or asymptotic convergence.
A. On finite-order convergence
Even at low orders, the Inflation Technique has been
shown to provide very good outer approximations to the
set of distributions compatible with the triangle scenario
[35]. Furthermore, for certain correlation scenarios, a
second-order inflation can be shown to fully characterize
the set of compatible distributions.
Consider, for instance, the three-on-line scenario
(Fig. 3), whose second-order inflation was depicted in
Fig. 9. Note that condition (15) implies that
Qg=2n=2(A1=a1, C2=c2) = P (A=a1)P (C=c2) (26)
A B C D
U1 U2 U3
Figure 10. The four-on-line correlation scenario.
and condition (13b) implies that
Qn=2(A1=a1, C1=c1, C2=c2)
= Qn=2(A1=a1, C1=c2, C2=c1).
(27)
Together, then, conditions (15 & 13b) imply that
Qn=2(A1=a1, C1=c1) = P (A=a1)P (C=c1). (28)
This is sufficient to ensure that Qg=1n=2 is realizable in
the three-on-line scenario, since then P (A,B,C) =
P (A,C)P (B|A,C) = P (A)P (B)P (B|A,C). This last
expression represents a realization of P (A,B,C) in the
three-on-line scenario, where the hidden variables U1, U2
are, respectively, A and C.
This example can be generalized to prove convergence
at order n = 2 of any star-shaped scenario8. Indeed,
given an arbitrary star-shaped correlation scenario with
N random variables, call B1,..., BN−1 any set of N − 1
random variables without a common ancestor; and A, the
remaining variable. Using the same trick as before, one
can prove that, for any i 6= j, P (Bi, Bj) = P (Bi)P (Bj).
Similarly, one can group variables Bi, Bj and argue that,
for any l 6= i, j, P (Bi, Bj , Bl) = P (Bi, Bj)P (Bl) =
P (Bi)P (Bj)P (Bl). Iterating this argument, we show that
P (B1,..., BN−1) factors into N−1 products. Analogously,
it is proven that P (A,Bi1 ,..., Bim) = P (A)P (Bi1 ,..., Bim),
for any set of indices i1,..., im such that Bi1 ,..., Bim do
not share parents with A. This is enough to prove com-
patibility.
In these examples, using the inflation technique is an
overkill, as compatibility can be determined solely by
checking the satisfaction of all independence relations.
There are many correlation scenarios, however, where
distribution compatibility is also determined by inequality
constraints. Examples of such “interesting”9 correlations
8 Star-shaped scenarios with N observable variables have the defin-
ing property that, in some subset of N−1 observable variables,
every pair of variables share no latent parents [27, 28]. (This defi-
nition assumes that every set of variables in a correlation scenario
all of which have the same set of latent parents are implicitly
merged into a single vector-value variable.) In Ref. [18, Sec. 2.5]
these are called multiarm correlation scenarios. Examples of
star-shaped correlation scenarios here include both Figs. 3 and 4.
9 Here we use “interesting” in precisely the meaning of Refs. [30, 31].
9scenarios include the triangle scenario, as well as the
four-on-line scenario depicted in Fig. 10. And actually,
in the former scenario, the problem of compatibility of
distributions is not completely solved by second-order
inflation.
Indeed let G be the triangle scenario and consider the
extremely incompatible distribution PGHZ defined by
PGHZ := PGHZ(0, 0, 0) = PGHZ(1, 1, 1) = 12 . (29)
We construct a family of distributions formed by adding
noise to it, i.e., Pv := vPGHZ + (1− v)Pnoise such that
Pv(A=a,B=b, C=c) = v/2 + v/8 if a=b=c but only v/8
otherwise. A second-order inflation only returns a witness
of incompatibility for v > 2
√
3 − 3 ≈ 0.464. On the
other hand, Ref. [45, Thm. 1] has proven that any Pv
for which v >
√
2 − 1 ≈ 0.414 is incompatible with the
triangle scenario. Hence Pv=0.45 is incompatible despite
admitting a second-order inflation.
For arbitrary correlation scenarios G with specified-
cardinality observable variable, we ignore whether some
finite-order inflation is always sufficient to characterize
the set of compatible distributions. Are there causal struc-
tures for which inflation converges only asymptotically?
Could the triangle scenario be such an example?
Open Question. For any correlation scenario G, does
there exist n such that nth-order inflation solves exact
Causal Compatibility?
Interestingly, Approximate Causal Optimization never
converges in a finite number of steps. Indeed, consider the
trivial correlation scenario consisting of a single observ-
able variable A and its single latent parent U . We wish
to use the inflation technique to minimize the function
−P (A=0)P (A=1). Clearly the solution of this problem is
− 14 . An nth-order function inflation assessment (starting
at n ≥ 2), however, would effectively reduce this problem
to the LP
min
Qn
−Qg=2n (0, 1) ≡ −
∑
a3,...,an
Qn(0, 1, a3,..., an) s.t.
Qn(a1,..., an) ≥ 0,
∑
a1,...,an
Qn(a1,..., an) = 1,
Qn(a1,..., an) = Qn(api(1),..., api(n)), ∀pi ∈ Sn.
For n = 2n′, consider the symmetric probability distribu-
tion Qn given by randomly choosing without replacement
n bits a1,..., an from a pool of n′ 0’s and n′ 1’s. Then it
can be verified that
−
∑
a3,...,an
Qn(0, 1, a3,..., an) = −12
n′
2n′ − 1 < −
1
4 , (30)
overshooting the magnitude of the true minimum for all
n′. Nonetheless, note that the above quantity converges
to the correct result of − 14 asymptotically as O(1/n).
B. Asymptotic convergence
In this section we will prove that, for any correlation
scenario G, the inflation technique characterizes the set
of compatible correlations asymptotically. More precisely,
we will show that any distribution P admitting an nth
order inflation is O(1/
√
n)-close in Euclidean norm to a
compatible distribution P˜ . Similarly, we will show that
fn, as defined in Eq. (23), satisfies f? − fn ≤ O(1/n). In
order to solve Approximate Causal Compatibility and
Approximate Causal Optimization for a given value of ,
we just have to use the Inflation Technique up to orders
O(1/2), O(1/), respectively. Since the set of compatible
distributions is closed [34], this implies that, for any
incompatible distribution P , there exists n such that P
does not admit an nth order inflation.
Before we proceed with the proof, a note on the scope
of our results is in order. The inflation technique is fairly
expensive in terms of time and memory resources. At
order n, it involves optimizing over probability distribu-
tions of
∑m
i=1 n
|Li| variables (we remind the reader that
Li ⊂ {1, ..., L} denotes the set of indices j such that
the hidden variable Uj influences Ai).10 If each of these
variables can take d possible values, then the number
of free variables in the corresponding linear program is
N ≡ d
∑m
i=1
n|Li| . That is, the memory resources required
by the inflation technique are superexponential on n. Add
to this the fact that the best LP solvers in the market
have a running time of O(N3) [46], and you will come to
the conclusion that a brute-force implementation of the
inflation technique in the triangle scenario is already unre-
alistic for n = 4, even in the simplest case of d = 2. What
is the relevance, then, of proving asymptotic convergence?
For us, it is a matter of principle. Even at low orders,
the inflation technique has proven itself very useful at
identifying non-trivial constraints at the level of observ-
able probability distributions. It is therefore natural to
ask whether the inflation technique just provides a partial
characterization of compatibility, or, on the contrary, it
reflects an alternative way of comprehending the latter.
Our work settles this question completely: by proving
that any unfeasible distribution must violate one of the
inflation conditions, we refute the first hypothesis and
validate the second one.
The key to deriving the asymptotic convergence of the
Inflation Technique is the following theorem, proven in
the Appendix.
Theorem 1. Let G be a correlation scenario with L latent
variables, and let Qgn be the degree-g diagonal marginal of
a distribution Qn satisfying the symmetry conditions (16).
10 In principle, one can use the linear equality constraints per
Eq. (16) to reduce the number of free variables. This is expected
to have large effects for high n, but not for low values thereof,
where the numerical implementation of the inflation technique
can already be computationally challenging.
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Then, there exist normalized probability distributions Pµ
compatible with G and probabilities pµ ≥ 0,
∑
µ pµ = 1
such that
D
(
Qgn,
∑
µ
pµP
⊗g
µ
)
≤ O
(
Lg2
n
)
, (31)
where D(q, r) =
∑
x |q(x) − r(x)| denotes the total
variation distance between the probability distributions
q(X), r(X).
This theorem can be regarded as an extension of the fi-
nite de Finetti theorem [47], that states that the marginal
P (a1,..., ag) of a symmetric distribution P (a1,..., an) is
O(g2/n)-close in total variation distance to a convex com-
bination of degree-g liftings.
The solvability of Approximate Causal Optimization
through the Inflation Technique follows straightforwardly
from Theorem 1. Let F be a polynomial of degree g, with
f? = min
P
F (P ) over P compatible with G, and let Qn
be the symmetric distribution achieving the value fn in
Eq. (23). Then, by the previous theorem, we have that
fn = F ·Qgn =
∑
µ
pµF · P⊗gµ −O
(
Lg2
n
)
=
∑
µ
pµF (Pµ)−O
(
Lg2
n
)
≥ f? −O
(
Lg2
n
)
.
(32)
It follows that
fn ≤ f? ≤ fn +O
(
Lg2
n
)
. (33)
Proving the analog result for Approximate Causal Com-
patibility is only slightly more complicated. Let P be a
probability distribution over the observed variables, and
suppose that P admits an nth-order inflation Qn. Define
the second-degree polynomial N(R) =
∑
a¯(R(a¯)−P (a¯))2,
and let N be a linear functional such that N · q⊗2 = N(q)
for all distributions q. Note that, due to conditions (19),
N ·Q2n = N(P ) = 0. Thus the minimum value fn of N ·Q2n
over all diagonal marginals of degree 2 of a distribution
Qn satisfying the symmetry conditions (16) is such that
fn ≤ 0. Invoking Eq. (33) for g = 2, we have that
fn ≤ f? ≤ fn +O
(
L
n
)
, (34)
where f? is the minimum value of N(Q) over all com-
patible distributions Q. This implies that there exists a
compatible distribution P˜ such that√
N(P˜ ) = ‖P − P˜‖2 ≤ O
(√
L
n
)
. (35)
This proof of convergence easily extends to scenarios
where we only know the probabilities of set E of mea-
surable events. Indeed, choosing the polynomial N such
that N(R) =
∑
e∈E
(P (e)−R(e))2, and following the same
derivation as in Eq. (34), we conclude that a distribution
of measurable events admitting an nth order inflation is
O
(√
L
n
)
-close in Euclidean norm to a compatible distri-
bution.
V. UNPACKING GENERAL CAUSAL
STRUCTURES
So far we have just been referring to correlation sce-
narios, i.e., those causal structures where all observed
variables only depend on a number of independent latent
variables. However, in a general causal model, the value
of a given variable can depend, not only on latent vari-
ables, but also on the values of other observed variables.
In the following, we will show how the causal compat-
ibility problem regarding an arbitrary causal structure
may be mapped to a causal compatibility problem (with
a non-trivial set of measurable events) in an associated
correlation scenario. Accordingly, the inflation technique
can be applied to general causal structures by means of
this preprocessing into correlation scenarios, without loss
of generality.
To go from general causal structures to correlation
scenarios, we introduce counterfactual variable sets, in
which we consider all the different ways a variable can
respond to its observable parents as distinct variables.
We call the procedure for eliminating all dependencies
between observed variables unpacking. Unpacking is
related to — but distinct from — the single world inter-
vention graphs introduced in Ref. [15] and the e-separation
method developed in Ref. [14]. As quantum physicists, we
understand unpacking as a manifestation of counterfactual
definiteness, which is a natural assumption mysteriously
inconsistent with quantum theory [48, 49]. Since coun-
terfactual definiteness does hold in classical probability
theory, we promote maximally exploiting this assumption
as a first step towards resolving any causal compatibility
problem.
By way of example, consider the structure G1 depicted
in Fig. 11. The correlation scenario which results from
unpacking G1 — assuming that all observable variables
are discretely valued in the range [0, 1] — is shown in
Fig. 12. The unpacked scenario can be though of as hav-
ing either seven binary-valued variables {AX=0, AX=1, B,
CA=0,B=0, CA=0,B=1, CA=1,B=0, CA=1,B=1} or simply
three variables, two of which are vector valued. We use the
latter interpretation for the visualization of the unpacked
scenario, but the former interpretation is convenient to
explicitly relate the packed distributions to the unpacked
distributions. A distribution over the observable variables
in G1 (conditioned on the exogenous observable variable
11
A B
C
X U1 U2
Figure 11. The example structure G1. (Not a correlation
scenario.)
U1 U2
B
AX=0
AX=1
CA=0,B=0
CA=1,B=0
CA=0,B=1
CA=1,B=1
Figure 12. The unpacking of the example structure G1,
which we denote by G2.
X) is compatible with G1 iff there exists another distribu-
tion compatible with G2 (over G2’s observable variables)
such that the first distribution is recovered via suitable
varying marginals of the latter. Explicitly,
Poriginal(A=a,B=b, C=c|X=x)
= Punpacked(AX=x=a,B=b, CA=a,B=b=c).
(36)
Note that for each of the eight distinct choices of
{a, b, x} ∈ {0, 1}3, the marginal of Punpacked referenced in
Eq. (36) is distinct. The subset of variables specifying the
relevant marginal of Punpacked does not vary depending
on the value of c, however.
We now describe how to unpack an arbitrary causal
structure. Let A be an observed variable. We denote the
observable parents of A as paOBS[A]. Suppose the (set)
paOBS[A] can take d different values, e.g.: paOBS[A] ∈
{1,..., d}. The different values of paOBS[A] are generally
vector-valued; we may nevertheless denote such value-
tuples by a single scalar index, for compactness of notation.
To unpack the vertex A, we break all edges between
paOBS[A] and A, unpacking A into the counterfactual
variable set {ApaOBS[A]=1,..., ApaOBS[A]=d}. Unpacking all
the endogenous observed variables, and regarding the
resulting counterfactuals as observed variables themselves,
we arrive at the associated correlation scenario.11
The probabilities of the observed variables in G can
be obtained from the probabilities of a set of measur-
able events in the associated correlation scenario. To be
clear, let A¯ (X¯) denote all the observable endogenous
(exogenous) variables in G. Then,
Poriginal(A¯=a¯|X¯=x¯)
= Punpacked(
∧
i
A
paOBS[Ai]={a¯,x¯}Ai
i =ai)
(37)
where {a¯, x¯}Ai denotes selecting those elements out of the
set a¯∪ x¯ which corresponding to the values of paOBS[Ai].
Unpacking can be valuable even without further infla-
tion. For instance, unpacking the instrumental scenario
of Fig. 7 leads to an associated correlation scenario which
is trivial, such as depicted in Fig. 13. Any distribu-
tion over the four variables {AX=0, AX=1, BA=0, BA=1}
is compatible with Fig. 13. Nevertheless, demanding that
the distributions P (A,B|X) admit such an unpacking
leads to nontrivial constraints. We can formulate the ad-
mission of an unpacked distribution as a linear program,
via Eq. (37). Explicitly formulating this linear program
U
AX=0
AX=1
BA=0
BA=1
Figure 13. The unpacking of the instrumental scenario.
11 One can take advantage of known results concerning observation-
ally equivalent causal structures to convert unpacked correlation
scenarios into equivalent structures which can be unpacked further,
such as Prop. 5 in Ref. [36]. A special case of that proposition
for correlation scenarios is the following: Suppose G is a graph
wherein U is a latent variable whose children are precisely A¯∪ B¯,
and moreover pa[Ai] ⊂ pa[Bj ] for all i and j. Let G′ be the graph
formed by adding the edges {Ai → Bj}i,j to G and then removing
U entirely. Then, G and G′ are observationally equivalent, and
G′ can be unpacked further. Note that, when mapping G into G′,
one must verify first that P (A,D) = P (A)P (D), see Section II.
This lemma can be invoked to convert the four-on-line correlation
scenario of Fig. 10 into the Bell scenario of Fig. 2. Since the
causal compatibility problem relative to the Bell scenario can
be completely solved by unpacking alone, it follows that this
procedure of
1. unpacking to the four-on-line correlation scenario,
2. converting to the Bell scenario à la Prop. 5 of Ref. [36],
3. unpacking again,
can be used to completely characterize the set of distributions
realizable in any causal structure which unpacks to the four-on-
line correlation scenario. This procedure can be used to prove the
non-saturation of all the challenging causal structures collected
in Fig. 14 of Ref. [36].
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for the instrumental scenario looks like
Poriginal(A=a,B=b|X=x) = Punpacked(Ax=a,Ba=b),
Punpacked(A0=a0, A1=a1, B0=b0, B1=b1) ≥ 0,∑
a0a1b0b1
Punpacked(A0=a0, A1=a1, B0=b0, B1=b1) = 1,
and leads to the famous instrumental inequalities [40],
such as
P (A=0, B=0|X=0) + P (A=0, B=1|X=1) ≤ 1. (38)
This example substantially generalizes. Unpacking
alone also completely solves the causal compatibility prob-
lem for any single-district causal structure containing one
(or fewer) latent variables. This includes all Bell scenarios
and the entire hierarchy of their relaxations as described
in Ref. [50].
Of course, unpacking supplemented with inflation is
far more powerful than unpacking alone. Unpacking and
inflation are both naturally formulated as linear programs,
and hence can be easily combined into a single composite
linear program to solve Causal Compatibility or Causal
Optimization (over polynomials of conditional distribu-
tions).
Note that unpacking can be applied to multi-district
graphs without any difficulty; the unpacked correlation
scenario associated with a multi-district graph will simply
be disconnected, however.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The inflation technique was first proposed by Wolfe
et al. [35] as a means to obtain strong causal compatibility
constraints for arbitrary causal structures. Here, we have
formulated inflation as a formal hierarchy of problems
for assessing causal compatibility relative to correlation
scenarios. We have proven the inflation hierarchy to be
complete, in the sense that any distribution incompatible
with a given correlation scenario will be detected as in-
compatible by inflation. More quantitatively, we showed
that any distribution P passing the nth-order inflation
test is O
(
1√
n
)
-close in Euclidean norm to some other
distribution which can be realized within the considered
scenario.
The inflation technique is fully applicable to any causal
structure, since unpacking allows one to map any causal as-
sessment problem (for either distributions or functions) to
an equivalent assessment problem relative to a correlation
scenario. The observed distribution in the original struc-
ture is mapped to probabilities pertaining to restricted
sets of measurable events in the unpacked correlation
scenario. Since, however, our proof of the convergence of
inflation allowed for restricted sets of measurable events,
the convergence theorems are still applicable when using
inflation to assess compatibility relative to general causal
structures.
We have therefore shown that the inflation technique is
much more than a useful machinery to derive statistical
limits; it is an alternative way to define causal compati-
bility!
For the purpose of practical causal discovery, we envi-
sion the inflation technique being used as final refinement.
That is, inflation (and unpacking) should be employed as
a postprocessing, after first filtering the set of candidate
causal explanations by means of computationally-cheaper
but less-sensitive algorithms. Indeed, our attitude con-
cerning the primacy of single-district graphs reflects our
implicit assumption that all the kernels of a multi-district
graph will have been identified. In other words, whatever
distribution is being assessed for causal compatibility via
inflation, we are presuming that it has already been veri-
fied to satisfy the nested Markov property (NMP) relative
to the considered graph [12, 37]. Thus, we envision testing
for compatibility via inflation only after first testing for
compatibility via NMP algorithms. This is not strictly
necessary, as our results here imply that the inflation
technique alone can recover all the constraints implied
by NMP, though we imagine it is relatively inefficient to
impose NMP only indirectly through inflation.
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APPENDIX: GENERALIZING DE FINETTI’S THEOREM
The purpose of this Appendix is to prove Theorem 1.
We will first prove the result for the triangle scenario; the generalization to arbitrary correlation scenarios will be
obvious. Given a distribution of 3n2 variables Q({Ai,j , Bk,l, Cp,q}), consider its symmetrization Q˜, defined by
Q˜({Aij=aij , Bkl=bkl, Cpq=cpq}) = 1
n!3
(∑
pi,pi′,pi′′∈Sn
Q({Aij=api(i)pi′(j), Bkl=bpi′(k)pi′′(l), Cpq=cpi′′(p)pi(q)})
)
. (39)
Note that ˜˜Q = Q˜. In addition, any distribution Q satisfying the symmetry condition (5) fulfills Q˜ = Q and any
symmetrized distribution satisfies (5).
Let I{aˆ(i,j),bˆ(k,l),cˆ(p,q)} be the deterministic distribution assigning the values aˆ(i, j), bˆ(k, l), cˆ(p, q) to the random
variables Ai,j , Bk,l, Cp,q, for i, j, k, l, p, q ∈ {1,..., n}. Since any distribution is a convex combination of deterministic
points, it follows that any distribution satisfying Eq. (5) can be expressed as a convex combination of symmetrized
distributions of the form I˜{aˆ(i,j),bˆ(k,l),cˆ(p,q)}.
For clarity of notation, let us assume that the values {aˆ(i, j), bˆ(k, l), cˆ(p, q)} are fixed and denote the symmetrization
of I{aˆ(i,j),bˆ(k,l),cˆ(p,q)} by P˜ . Call P˜ 1 its diagonal marginal of degree 1, i.e., P˜ (A1,1, B1,1, C1,1). It can be verified, by
symmetry, that P˜ 1 is given by the formula:
P˜ 1(a, b, c) = 1
n3
n∑
i,j,k=1
δ(aˆ(i, j), a)δ(bˆ(j, k), b)δ(cˆ(k, i), c), (40)
where δ(i, j) denotes the Kronecker delta function, i.e., δ(i, j) = 1 if i = j or zero otherwise. Notice that P˜ 1(a, b, c) can
be reproduced in the triangle scenario. Indeed, the latent variables are i, j, k, they can take values in {1,..., n} and are
uniformly distributed. The observed variables a, b, c are deterministic functions of (i, j), (j, k) and (k, i), respectively.
Consider now the diagonal marginal of degree g, P˜ g ≡ P˜ (A1,1, B1,1, C1,1,..., Ag,g, Bg,g, Cg,g). By symmetry, it is
expressed as:
P˜ g(a1, b1, c1,..., ag, bg, cg) = 1
n3(n−1)3...(n−g+1)3
∑
i¯,j¯,k¯
g∏
x=1
δ(aˆ(ix, jx), ax)δ(bˆ(jx, kx), bx)δ(cˆ(kx, ix), cx), (41)
where the sum is taken over all tuples i¯, j¯, k¯ ∈ {1,..., n}g with no repeated indices, i.e., such that ix 6= iy, jx 6= jy,
kx 6= ky for x 6= y.
Now, compare P˜ g with the degree-g lifting (P˜ 1)⊗g. It is straightforward that
(P˜ 1)⊗g(a1, b1, c1,..., ag, bg, cg) =
g∏
x=1
P˜ 1(ax, bx, cx) = 1
n3k
∑
i¯,j¯,k¯
g∏
x=1
δ(aˆ(ix, jx), ax)δ(bˆ(jx, kx), bx)δ(cˆ(kx, ix), cx), (42)
where, this time, the sum contains all possible tuples i¯, j¯, k¯ ∈ {1,..., n}g. The total variation distance between the two
distributions is bounded by 1n3(n−1)3...(n−g+1)3 − 1n3g times the number of tuples with non-repeated indices (namely,
n3(n− 1)3...(n− g+ 1)3), plus 1/n3g times the number of tuples with repeated indices (namely, n3g −n3(n− 1)3...(n−
g + 1)3). The result is
D
(
P˜ g, (P˜1)⊗g
) ≤ 2(1− n3(n− 1)3...(n− g + 1)3
n3g
)
. (43)
Finally, let Qn be any distribution satisfying Eq. (5). Then, Qn =
∑
µ pµP˜µ, where pµ ≥ 0,
∑
µ pµ = 1, and P˜µ is
the result of symmetrizing Pµ = I{aˆµ(i,j),bˆµ(k,l),cˆµ(p,q)}, for some values {aˆµ(i, j), bˆµ(k, l), cˆµ(p, q)}. By convexity of the
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total variation distance, we have that
D
(
Qgn,
∑
µ
pµ(P˜ 1µ)⊗g
)
≤
∑
µ
pµD
(
P˜ gµ , (P˜ 1µ)⊗g
)
≤ 2
(
1− n
3(n− 1)3...(n− g + 1)3
n3g
)
= 2
(
1−
[
ng − ng−1(1+2+...+g−1) +O(ng−2)
ng
]3)
= 2
(
1−
[
1− O(g
2)
n
]3)
= O
(
3g2
n
)
. (44)
Extending this result to general correlation scenarios is straightforward, so we will just sketch the proof. First,
the action of the corresponding symmetrization over a deterministic distribution equals a distribution P˜ whose
1-marginal P˜ 1(a1,..., am) is a uniform mixture over the tuple of indices i¯ of deterministic distributions of the form∏m
x=1 δ(ax, ax(¯iLx)). Again, we remind the reader that Lx ⊂ {1, ..., L} denotes the indices of the hidden variables on
which Ax depends. It thus follows that P˜ 1 is realizable within the correlation scenario. The diagonal marginal P˜g
is also a uniform mixture of deterministic distributions of a similar type, but where no repeated indices are allowed
between the different blocks of variables. The statistical difference between P˜ g and (P˜ 1)⊗g is thus bounded by
2
(
1− n
L(n− 1)L...(n− g + 1)L
ngL
)
= O
(
Lg2
n
)
. (45)
As before, the general result follows from the convexity of the total variation distance.
